Abstract. Let F be a nonarchimedean local field, let GL(n) = GL(n, F ) and let ν denote Plancherel measure for GL(n). Let Ω be a component in the Bernstein variety Ω(GL(n)). Then Ω yields its fundamental invariants: the cardinality q of the residue field of F , the sizes m 1 , . . . , m t , exponents e 1 , . . . , e t , torsion numbers r 1 , . . . , r t , formal degrees d 1 , . . . , d t and the Artin conductors f 11 , . . . , f tt . We provide explicit formulas for the Bernstein component ν Ω of Plancherel measure in terms of the fundamental invariants. We also prove a transfer-of-measure formula for GL(n).
Introduction
In this article we provide an explicit Plancherel formula for the p-adic group GL(n). Moreover, we determine explicitly the Bernstein decomposition of Plancherel measure, including all numerical constants.
Let F be a nonarchimedean local field, let G = GL(n) = GL(n, F ). We will use the standard normalization of Haar measure on GL(n) for which the volume of GL(n, o F ) is 1. Plancherel measure ν is then uniquely determined by the equation
for all g ∈ G, f ∈ C(G), where f ∨ (g) = f (g −1 ). The Harish-Chandra Plancherel Theorem expresses the Plancherel measure in the following form:
where M is a Levi subgroup of G, ω ∈ E 2 (M) the discrete series of M, c(G|M) and γ(G|M) are certain constants, µ is a certain rational function, d(ω) is the formal degree of ω, and dω is the Harish-Chandra canonical measure.
In this article we determine explicitly
for GL(n).
The support of Plancherel measure ν admits a Bernstein decomposition [18] and therefore ν admits a canonical decomposition
where Ω is a component in the Bernstein variety Ω(G). We determine explicitly the Bernstein component ν Ω for GL(n).
We can think of Ω as a vector of irreducible supercuspidal representations of smaller general linear groups. If the vector is (σ 1 , . . . , σ 1 , . . . , σ t , . . . , σ t ) with σ i repeated e i times, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, and σ 1 , . . ., σ t pairwise distinct (after unramified twist) then we say that Ω has exponents e 1 , . . ., e t .
Each representation σ i of GL(m i ) has a torsion number: the order of the cyclic group of all those unramified characters η for which σ i ⊗ η ∼ = σ i . The torsion number of σ i will be denoted r i .
We may choose each representation σ i of GL(m i ) to be unitary: in that case σ i has a formal degree d i = d(σ i ). We have 0 < d i < ∞.
Let ρ i be the Langlands parameter of σ i , i.e. ρ i = rec F (σ i ) in the local Langlands correspondence [12, p.2-3] . We will denote by f ij = f (ρ ∨ i ⊗ ρ j ) the Artin conductor of ρ ∨ i ⊗ ρ j . In this way, the Bernstein component Ω yields up the following fundamental invariants:
• the cardinality q of the residue field of F • the sizes m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m t of the smaller general linear groups • the exponents e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e t • the torsion numbers r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r t • the formal degrees d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d t • the Artin conductors f 11 , f 12 , . . . , f tt .
Our Plancherel formulas are built from precisely these numerical invariants.
If Ω has the single exponent e, then the fundamental invariants yielded up by Ω are q, m, e, r, d, f . The component Ω determines a representation ω in the discrete series of GL(n). The formal degree of ω is given by the following new formula, which is intricate, but depends only on the fundamental invariants of Ω, in line with our general philosophy: In section 2, we give a précis of the background material which we need, following the recent article of Waldspurger [25] .
In sections 3 -6 we compute explicitly the expression
when M is a maximal parabolic. The Langlands-Shahidi formula gives the rational function µ as a ratio of certain local L-functions and local epsilon-factors [20] . The computation in [21, p. 292 -293] contains some very confusing typos: we give a new derivation of the correct formula, and express the result in terms of the p-adic gamma function. In section 7, we compute the Plancherel density µ in the general case by using the Harish-Chandra product formula and we give the explicit Bernstein decomposition of Plancherel measure.
As a special case, we derive the explicit Plancherel formula for the (extended) affine Hecke algebra H(n, q).
We have, in effect, extended the classical formula of Macdonald [14] , [15, Theorem 5.1.2] from the spherical component of GL(n) to the whole of the tempered dual.
Let F 1 , F 2 be nonarchimedean local fields, and let Ω 1 be a component in Ω(GL(n 1 , F 1 )), Ω 2 a component in Ω(GL(n 2 , F 2 )). The following transfer-of-measure theorem is an immediate consequence of our results: if Ω 1 , Ω 2 share the same fundamental invariants, then
So far, our results are completely independent of the theory of types. In section 8, we discuss the connection with the theory of types and prove a more specific transfer-of-measure formula for GL(n) of the form
Historical Note. The Harish-Chandra Plancherel Theorem, and the Product Theorem for Plancherel Measure, were published posthumously in his collected papers in 1984, see [11, Theorem 24, p Neither of these published sources contains any explicit computations for GL(n).
The Plancherel Formula after Harish-Chandra
We shall follow very closely the notation and terminology in Waldspurger [25] .
Let K = GL(n, o F ). Let H be a closed subgroup of G = GL(n, F ). We use the standard normalization of Haar measures, following [25, I.1, p.240]. Then Haar measure µ H on H is chosen so that µ H (H ∩ K) = 1. If Z = A G is the centre of G then we have µ Z (Z ∩ K) = 1. If H = G then Haar measure µ = µ G is normalized so that the volume of K is 1.
Denote by Θ the set of pairs (O, P = MU) where P is a semistandard parabolic subgroup of G and O ⊂ E 2 (M) is an orbit under the action of Im X(M). (Here E 2 (M) is the set of equivalence classes of the discrete series of the Levi subgroup M, and Im X(G) is the group of the unitary unramified characters of G.)
Two elements (O, P = MU) and (
We fix a set Θ/assoc of representatives in Θ for the classes of association. For
Stab(O, M) = {s ∈ W (G|M) : sO = O}. Let C(G) denote the Harish-Chandra Schwartz space of G and let I G P ω denote the normalized induced representation from ω. Let f ∈ C(G), ω ∈ E 2 (M). We will write
Theorem 2.1. The Plancherel Formula [25, VIII.1.1]. For each f ∈ C(G) and each g ∈ G we have
where the sum is over all the pairs (O, P = MU) ∈ Θ/assoc.
The map
The tempered dual Irr t (G) acquires, by transport of structure, the structure of disjoint union of countably many compact orbifolds.
According to [25, V.2.1] , the function µ G|M is a rational function on O. We have µ(ω) ≥ 0 and µ(sω) = µ(ω) for each s ∈ W G , ω ∈ O.
This invariance property implies that µ descends to a function on the orbifold O/Stab(O, M). We can view µ either as an invariant function on the orbit O or as a function on the orbifold O/Stab(O, M).
The normalized Haar measure dω on the compact torus O descends to the canonical measure on the orbifold O/Stab(O, M). With respect to this canonical measure, the Plancherel density is given by
where d(ω) is the formal degree of ω. It is precisely this expression which we will compute explicitly for GL(n). To this end, we will use the following result.
The Plancherel measure ν is determined by the equation
for all f ∈ C(G). We will use Theorem 2.3 to compute the Plancherel measure of the (extended) affine Hecke algebra H(n, q) (see Remark 7.6).
Calculation of the Plancherel density
We will first recall the Langlands-Shahidi formula. We assume in this section that P is the upper block triangular maximal parabolic subgroup of G with Levi subgroup M = GL(n 1 ) × GL(n 2 ). Let ρ P be half the sum of those roots whose root spaces generate the unipotent radical N of P , and letα = ρ P , α −1 ρ P , where α identifies the unique reduced root in the maximal split torus A M of the center of M in N: that is,
Let a denote the real Lie algebra of A M , and H M : M → a denote the Harish-Chandra homomorphism (see [25, I.1] ). Let q denote the order of the residue field of F . As in [22] , we put
We have the Langlands-Shahidi formula for the Harish-Chandra µ-
3.1. The explicit calculation. For any smooth representation π of G and any quasicharacter χ, we denote by π(χ) the twist of π by χ π(χ)(g) := χ(det(g)) π(g).
If σ 1 (resp. σ 2 ) is an irreducible supercuspidal representation of GL(m 1 ) (resp. GL(m 2 )), then we have L(s, σ 1 ×σ ∨ 2 ) = 1 unless σ 1 ∼ = σ 2 (ψ) with ψ an unramified character of F × in which case we have
the product taken over all unramified characters ψ of F × such that
We quote the Shahidi formula for L(s, σ 1 × σ 
Let χ 1 , χ 2 be unramified (unitary) characters of GL(n 1 ), GL(n 2 ) with χ 1 (̟) = α 1 , χ 2 (̟) = α 2 . Then the group of unramified (unitary) characters ImX(M) of M has, via the map
the structure of the compact torus T 2 .
Consider now the orbit ImX(M) · (ω 1 ⊗ ω 2 ) in the Harish-Chandra parameter space Ω t (G). The action of ImX(M) creates a short exact sequence
. The finite group G is precisely the group in [1, Section 3.1] and is the product of cyclic groups:
We will write z 1 = α r 1 , z 2 = α r 2 so that z 1 , z 2 are precisely the coordinates of a point in the orbit.
Remark 3.2. We recall the following facts about the discrete series of GL(n). Let ω 1 and ω 2 are two discrete series representations of GL(n 1 ) and GL(n 2 ), respectively. By [26] , there exist two pairs of integers (m 1 , 2g 1 + 1) and (m 2 , 2g 2 + 1) and two irreducible supercuspidal representations σ 1 and σ 2 of GL(m 1 ) and GL(m 2 ) respectively such that, for i = 1, 2, we have m i (2g i + 1) = n i and the representation ω i is the Langlands quotient Q(∆ i ) associated to the segment
Theorem 3.3. Let σ be an irreducible pre-unitary supercuspidal representatio of GL(m) with torsion number r. Let π 1 , π 2 be discrete series representations of GL(n 1 ), GL(n 2 ) such that π i is the Langlands quotient associated to the segment
Proof. We will fix notation as follows. Let
We note that
We can see this via Langlands parameters. If ω 2 has Langlands param-
that is,
Finally we obtain
Then we have
Then the result follows from (4). 
Proof. At the point s = 0 we obtain from Theorem 3.3
since α is a complex number of modulus 1 and
In the last section of the paper we shall interpret q K as the cardinality of the residue field of a canonical extension field K/F .
The gamma function
Let K be a nonarchimedean field such that the cardinality of its residue field is q K = q r F . Now let Γ 1 (x) be the p-adic gamma function [23, p. 51] associated to the local field K. The p-adic gamma function attached to the local field K is the following meromorphic function of a single complex variable:
We will change the variable via s = q α K and write
a rational function of s. Let α ∈ iR so that s has modulus 1. Then we have
This leads immediately to the next result. 
This function is invariant under the rotation (z 1 , z 2 ) → (λz 1 , λz 2 ) with λ a complex number of modulus 1, and under the Z/2Z-action on the torus T 2 which is generated by the map (z 1 , z 2 ) → (z 2 , z 1 ).
Remark 4.2. If π 1 , π 2 are supercuspidal then g = g 1 = g 2 = 0 and we have
If the torsion number is 1 then this formula further simplifies to
Let T be the maximal torus in GL(n) and let T denote the unitary dual of T . Then T has the structure of a compact torus T n (the space of Satake parameters) and the unramified unitary principal series of GL(n) is parametrized by the quotient T n /S n . Let now t = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) ∈ T n . Applying the above formulas the Plancherel density µ G|T is given by
where α is a root of the Langlands dual group GL(n, C) so that α ij (t) = z i /z j . Note that this formula is invariant under the rotation t → λt where λ is a complex number of modulus 1, as predicted in [18] .
For GL(n), one connected component in the tempered dual is the compact orbifold T n /S n , the symmetric product of n circles. On this component we have the Macdonald formula [14] :
the product over all roots α where α ∨ is the coroot. This formula is a very special case of our formula for GL(n).
The Artin conductor
Let o F denote the ring of integers of F and let ̟ denote a fixed uniformizer parameter. We shall need the ǫ-factor ǫ(r, s, Ψ), see [12, p.243] . In the notation of Tate [24] we have
where µ Ψ is the additive Haar measure on F which is self-dual with respect to Ψ. We will choose Ψ such that Ψ(o F ) = 1, Ψ(̟ −1 o F ) = 1. (Note that Shahidi uses precisely this normalization in [22] .) Then n(Ψ) = 0 and δ(Ψ) = 1 in Tate's notation [24, 3.2.6, 3.4.5] .
Let V be a complex representation of the Weil group W F , and let
denote the absolute norm of the Artin conductor of V : the natural number a(V ) is defined in [10, 4.5 
We will need the following relation [24, 3.4.5] between the Artin conductor and the local epsilon-factor:
Let rec F : Irr(GL(n, F )) −→ WDRep n (W F ) denote the local Langlands correspondence as in [12, p.2] and let ω 1 , ω 2 be in the discrete series of GL(n 1 ), GL(n 2 ). We keep the notation of remarks 3.2, 3.4, and set l i := 2g i + 1, i = 1, 2. We have
where sp(l) = (ρ, N) as in [12, p.251 ] is the l-dimensional Weil-Deligne representation on a complex vector space with basis e 0 , . . . , e l−1 where
• ρ(w) = ||w|| i e i for all w ∈ W F and all i = 0, . . . , l − 1 • Ne i = e i+1 , Ne l−1 = 0. We will write sp(l 1 ) = (ρ 1 , N 1 ), sp(l 2 ) = (ρ 2 , N 2 ).
Theorem 5.1. We have the following formula:
Proof. We use [24, (4.1.5), (4.1.6)], the additivity of the local epsilonfactor on R(W F ), and the invariance of f under unramified twist:
wher each sum and each product is over all i, j such that 0
We now use properties (2) and (5) in [12, p.2] of the local Langlands correspondence rec F (i.e., preservation of local epsilon-factors for pairs, and compatibility with taking the contragredient) to deduce the result.
Calculation of the γ factors
The Poincaré polynomial P W of a Coxeter group W is defined as
where ℓ(w) denotes the length of w.
Theorem 6.1. We have
,
Proof. The longest element in the Weyl group of M = GL(n 1 ) × · · · × GL(n k ) is (23) w
. . .
where w GL(n i ) denote the longest element in the Weyl group of GL(n i ). We put w := w n 1 ,n 2 ,...,n k := w M w GL(n) . We put q w := q ℓ(w) . We put M w := w −1 Mw and P w := M w · (w −1 Nw). Note that P w is a standard parabolic subgroup of G and that M w = GL(n k ) × GL(n k−1 ) × · · · × GL(n 1 ). It follows from the definition (see [25, I.1 (2)]) of the γ factor, that (24) γ(G|M w ) =
whereẇ denotes any representative of w chosen in GL(n, o F ). The above expression has been computed by Reeder in [19, proof of Proposition 11.1]. Using his result, we get
, where (26) ζ :=
where Σ(M) + denotes the set of positive roots of M with respect to A M and c α is the usual c-function (see [9] ). We have c α i,j (δ
we get w = w n 1 ,n 2 +···+n k ·w n 2 ,n 3 +···+n k · · ·w n h ,n h+1 +···+n k · · ·w n k−1 ,n k . It follows that the lenght of w is
It then follows from (25) that
where ht(α) is the height of α. Since the height of α i,j is j − i (for i < j), we obtain
The expression for γ(G|M) = γ(G|M w ) follows from (29), since P Sn
The Poincaré polynomial P W of any finite Coxeter group W admits the following expression (see [16, (2. 6)]):
where m 1 , . . ., m l are the exponents of W (as defined in [3, p. 118] ). For W = S n , the exponents are 1, 2, . . ., n − 1, that is, l = n − 1 and m j = j. Hence we get
The result follows.
Since P W is also the Poincaré polynomial P (G/B) of the complex manifold G/B with cellular structure given by the Bruhat decomposition (the cell BwB has dimension q ℓ(w) ), and using the fibration P/B → G/B → G/P , we get P W = P W M P (G/P ), where P (G/P ) denotes the Poincaré polynomial of the flag manifold G/P . It follows that γ(G|M) is equal to P (G/P )(q −1 ), as noticed in [19, §11] . 
7. The Bernstein decomposition of Plancherel measure 7.1. The one exponent case. Let X be a space on which the finite group Γ acts. The extended quotient associated to this action is the quotient spaceX/Γ wherẽ
The group action onX is g.(γ, x) = (gγg −1 , gx). Let X γ = {x ∈ X : γx = x} and let Z(γ) be the Γ-centralizer of γ. Then the extended quotient is given by:
where one γ is chosen in each Γ-conjugacy class. If γ = 1 then X γ /Z(γ) = X/Γ so the extended quotient always contains the ordinary quotient:X /Γ = X/Γ ⊔ . . . We shall need only the special case in which X is the compact torus T n of dimension n and Γ is the symmetric group S n acting on T n by permuting co-ordinates.
Let α be a partition of n, and let γ have cycle type α. Each cycle provides us with one circle, and cycles of equal length provide us with a symmetric product of circles. For example, the extended quotient T 5 /S 5 is the following disjoint union of compact orbifolds (one for each partition of 5):
where Sym n T is the n-fold symmetric product of the circle T. This extended quotient is a model of the arithmetically unramified tempered dual of GL(5).
Let Ω ⊂ Ω(GL(n)) have one exponent e. Then we have e|n and so em = n.
There exists an irreducible unitary supercuspidal representation σ of GL(m) such that the conjugacy class of the cuspidal pair (GL(m) × · · · × GL(m), σ ⊗ · · · ⊗ σ) is an element in Ω. We have Ω ∼ = Sym e C × as complex affine algebraic varieties. Consider now a partition p = (l 1 , . . . , l k ) of e into k parts, and write 2g
as in Theorem 3.2. Then π 1 ∈ E 2 (GL (ml 1 )) , . . ., π k ∈ E 2 (GL(ml k )). Note that ml 1 + . . . + ml k = n so that GL(ml 1 ) × . . . × GL(ml k ) is a standard Levi subgroup M of GL(n). Now consider
and each element ω ∈ Irr t GL(n) for which inf.ch.ω ∈ Ω is accounted for on this way. As explained in detail in [18] , we have
The partition p = (l 1 , . . . , l k ) of e determines a permutation γ of the set {1, 2, . . . , e}: γ is the product of the cycles (1, . . . , l 1 ) · · · (1, . . . , l k ). Then the fixed set X γ is {(z 1 , . . . , z 1 , . . . , z k , . . . , z k ) ∈ T e : z 1 , . . . , z k ∈ T} and so X γ ∼ = T k . Explicitly, we have 
Taking one γ in each Γ-conjugacy class we have the bijective map
This bijection, by transport of structure, equips Irr t GL(n) Ω with the structure of disjoint union of finitely many compact orbifolds.
We now describe the restriction µ Ω of Plancherel density to the compact orbifold X γ /Z(γ). 
where the product is taken over those i, j, g for which the following inequalities hold:
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.1 and the Harish-Chandra product formula, Theorem 2.2. Note that the function
is a Z(γ)-invariant function on the γ-fixed set X γ = T k , and descends to a non-negative function on the orbifold X γ /Z(γ):
Theorem 7.2. We have the following numerical formula for const.
where ℓ(γ) = 1≤i<j≤k l i l j , and rec F (ρ) = σ.
Proof. The numerical constant is determined by Theorem 4.1, Theorem 5.1, and Theorem 2.2. Explicitly, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, setting
for the γ-factor of the Levi subgroup GL(n i ) × GL(n j ) of the maximal standard parabolic subgroup in GL(n i + n j ),
Let j denote the composition of intertwining operators defined in [25, IV.3 (2) ].
Corollary 7.3. We have
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 7.1, 7.2 and the fact that
Given G = GL(n) = GL(n, F ) choose e|n and let m = n/e. Let Ω be a Bernstein component in Ω(GL(n)) with one exponent e. The compact extended quotient attached to Ω has finitely many components, each component is a compact orbifold. We now have enough results to write down explicitly the component µ Ω . Let l 1 + · · · + l k = e be a partition of e, let γ = (1, . . . , l 1 ) · · · (1, . . . , l k ) ∈ S e = Γ, g 1 = (l 1 − 1)/2, . . ., g k = (l k − 1)/2. Then we have the fixed set X γ = T k . Let σ be an irreducible unitary supercuspidal representation of GL(m) and let the conjugacy class of the cuspidal pair (GL(m) e , σ ⊗e ) be a point in the Bernstein component Ω. Let r be the torsion number of σ and choose a field K such that
We have (35):
This compact Hausdorff space admits the Harish-Chandra canonical measure dω: on each connected component in the extended quotient X/Γ, dω restricts to the quotient by the centralizer Z(γ) of the normalized Haar measure on the compact torus X γ . Let dν denote Plancherel measure on the tempered dual of GL(n, F ). 
Proof. By (2.1), the Plancherel measure on Irr t GL(n, F ) Ω is given by
Then, the result follows from Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 7.2.
Let T be the diagonal subgroup of G and take for Ω the Bernstein component in Ω(G) which contains the cuspidal pair (T, 1). Then Ω has the single exponent n and parametrizes those irreducible smooth representations of GL(n, F ) which admit nonzero Iwahori fixed vectors.
Let l 1 + · · · + l k be a partition of n, and let
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The formal degree of the Steinberg representation St(l i ) is given by
We also have the inner product identity in pre-Hilbert space:
Let each ξ j ∈ V j be a unit vector. With respect to the standard normalization of all Haar measures we then have (cf. [6, (7.7.9)])
and so
Using (37) and Theorem 6.1), we obtain the following result.
So we have
Remark 7.6. Using [5, Theorem 3.3] , we obtain that the Plancherel measure of the (extended) affine Hecke algebra H(n, q) is given on X γ /Z(γ) by
Concerning the volume µ(I): by [6, 5.4 .3] we have
The explicit formula is then (using (22) and (33)):
Note that Plancherel measure for Iwahori Hecke algebras has been already calculated by Opdam (see [17, 2.8.3] ).
7.2. General case. We now pass to the general case of a component Ω ∈ Ω(GL(n)) with exponents e 1 , . . ., e t . We first note that each component Ω ⊂ Ω(GL(n)) yields up the fundamental invariants:
• the cardinality q of the residue field of F • the sizes m i of the small general linear groups • the exponents e i • the torsion numbers r i • the formal degrees
We now construct the disjoint union
with the convention that Ω(GL(0)) = C. We will say that two components Ω 1 , Ω 2 ∈ E are disjoint if none of the irreducible supercuspidals which occur in Ω 1 is equivalent (after unramified twist) to any of the supercuspidals which occur in Ω 2 . We now define a law of composition on disjoint components in E. With the cuspidal pair (M 1 , σ 1 ) ∈ Ω 1 and the cuspidal pair (M 2 , σ 2 ) ∈ Ω 2 we define Ω 1 × Ω 2 as the unique component determined by
The set E admits a law of composition not everywhere defined such that E is unital, commutative and associative. Rather surprisingly, E admits prime elements: the prime elements are precisely the components with a single exponent. Each element in E admits a unique factorization into prime elements:
Plancherel measure respects the unique factorization into prime elements, modulo constants. Quite specifically, we have Theorem 7.7. Let Ω have the unique factorization (39) gives that r is equal to the residue index f (K|F ) of K with respect to F . Thus Q = q r is equal to the order q K of the residue field of K.
Also the number Q is the one which occurs for the Hecke algebra H(GL(m), λ) associated to (J, λ), see [6, Theorem 5.6.6] . Indeed, since the order of the residue field of E is equal to q f (E|F ) , that number is (q f (E|F ) ) f , with
where e(B) denotes the period of a lattice chain attached to B as in [6, (1.1) ]. Since σ is supercuspidal, e(B) = 1 (see [6, Corollary 6.2.3] ). It follows that
= r.
Normalization of measures.
We will relate our normalization of measures to the measures used in [6, (7.7) ]. Bushnell and Kutzko work with a quotient measureμ, the quotient of µ G by µ Z . Let Z denote the centre of GL(n). The second isomorphism theorem in group theory gives:
We have Similar normalizations are done with G 0 = GL(e, K). We also need the corresponding quotient measureμ (see [6, (7.7.8)] ). We havë
Let M = GL(n j ). We have Z M = Z j , K = K j , with Z j = Z GL(n j ,F ) and K j = GL(n j , o F ). With respect to the standard normalization of all Haar measures, we have µ M = µ j (where µ j denotes µ GL(n i ,F ) ) and µ Z M = µ Z j . This then guarantees that (42)μ M = μ j .
8.3.
Conductor formulas (the supercuspidal case). We will first recall results from [4] in a suitable way for our purpose. Let (J s , λ s ) be a simple type in GL(2m) with associated maximal simple type (J, λ) (in the terminology of [6, (7.2.18) (iii)]). When (J, λ) is of positive level, we set 
where j, j 0 denote the j-functions for the group G, G 0 respectively.
Proof. The first equality is [4, Theorem in §5.4], using the fact that
K . The second equality is [4, Theorem in §5.4] (note that in loc. cit. the normalisations haven been taken so that µ(
It also follows directly from our Corollary 7.3.
We will now extend the above Theorem to the case of M = GL(m) ×e , with e arbitrary. Let (J G , λ G ) be a cover in G = GL(n) of (J ×e , λ ⊗e ) (the existence of which is guaranteed by [8] ).
Then
.
Proof. Let M ′ be a Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup in G such that P is a maximal parabolic subgroup of
It follows from [7, Proposition 8.
′ -cover of (J ×e , λ ⊗e ). Because of the unipotency of N, we have
e(e−1) 2 , and similar equalities for the three others terms. Since GL(2m) ∩ N is the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup of GL(2m) with Levi GL(m) × GL(m), the first equality in the Corollary follows from Theorem 8.1. The second equality follows from our Corollary 7.3. It is also a direct consequence of Theorem 8.1, using the product formula for j and for j 0 from [25, IV.3. (5)].
8.4. Formal degree formula. Using Corollary 8.2, we will deduce from [6, (7.7.11)] a formula relating the formal degree of any discrete series of GL(n) and the formal degree of a supercuspidal representation in its inertial support.
Given G = GL(n) = GL(n, F ) choose e|n and let m = n/e. Let σ be an irreducible unitary supercuspidal representation of GL(m) with Langlands parameter ρ, and let (J, λ) be a maximal simple type occurring in it. Let g = (e − 1)/2. We consider the standard Levi subgroup M = GL(m) ×e of GL(n, F ) and the supercuspidal representation
is a type in M occuring in σ M . Let ω be the Langlands quotient associated to the segment {| det( )| −g σ, . . . , | det( )| g σ}, and let (J s , λ s ) be a simple type in GL(n) occuring in ω (it has associated maximal simple type (J, λ)).
The following result is rather intricate, but note that only the fundamental invariants q, m, e, r, d, f occur in it, in line with our general philosophy. Recall that q K = q r . Proof. Let T denote the diagonal torus in GL(e, K) and let I denote the Iwahori subgroup of G 0 = GL(e, K) attached to the Bernstein component in Ω(GL(e, K)) which contains the cuspidal pair (T, 1). Note that I ∩ T = GL(1, o K ) ×e . ¿From [6, (7.7.11) ], applied to the discrete series ω and σ, we have
where d(ω) 0 denotes the formal degree of ω ∈ E 2 (G 0 ), and
Using (44), (45) and (40), we obtain 
We set J P = (J s ∩ P )H 1 (β, A) ⊂ J s , where P is the upper-triangular parabolic subgroup of G with Levi component M, and unipotent radical N. We define λ P as the natural representation of J P on the space of (J ∩ N)-fixed vectors in λ s . The representation λ P is irreducible and λ P ≃ c−Ind
. Then (J P , λ P ) is a G-cover of (J M , λ M ). In the case where (J, λ) is of zero level, we denote by (J s , λ s ) = (J P , λ P ) an arbitrary G-cover of (J M , λ M ).
Since J s ∩ M = J ×e = J M = J P ∩ M, and dim(λ) e = dim(λ M ) = dim(λ P ) = [J s : Applying the above identity to the characteristic function of J P (as in [25, proof of (3)]), we obtain (47) γ(G|M) = µ(J P ∩ N) · µ(J P ∩ M) · µ(J P ∩ N) µ(J P ) . 
= (f (ρ ∨ ⊗ ρ)) −ℓ(γ) . (52) 8.6. Transfer-of-measure. The following result reduces the case of an arbitrary component Ω to the one (studied in Corollary 7.5) of a component (of a possibly different group G 0 ) which contains the cuspidal pair (T, 1). We give a direct proof which is based on our previous calculations. It is worth noting that it is also a direct application of [5, Theorem 4.1] .
Let Ω = σ e be a Bernstein component in Ω(GL(n)) with single exponent e. Let T be the diagonal subgroup of G 0 = GL(e, K), and let Ω 0 be the Bernstein component in Ω(GL(e, K)) which contains the cuspidal pair (T, 1). Both the components Ω 0 and Ω have the single exponent e, and we have On the other hand, the formula [6, (7.7.11)] gives
Then (53), (54), (49), and (37) imply
Using (47), we obtain
Since dim(λ G ) = dim(λ M ), the result follows from Theorem 8.4.
